A new method for optimum dose distribution determination taking tumour mobility into account.
A method for determining the optimum dose distribution in the planning target volume is proposed when target volumes are deliberately enlarged to account for tumour mobility in external beam radiotherapy. The optimum dose distribution is a dose distribution that will result in an acceptable level of tumour control probability (TCP) in most of the arising cases of tumour dislocation. An assumption is made that the possible shifts of the tumour are subject to a Gaussian distribution with mean zero and known variance. The idea of a reduced (mean in ensemble) tumour cell density is introduced. On this basis, the target volume and dose distribution in it are determined. The tumour control probability as a function of the shift of the tumour has been calculated. The Monte Carlo method has been used to simulate TCP distributions corresponding to tumour mobility characterized by different variances. The obtained TCP distributions are independent of the variance of the mobility because the dose distribution in the planning target volume is prescribed so that the mobility variance is taken into account. For simplicity a one-dimensional model is used but three-dimensional generalization can be done.